In the Distributed Maritime Training system, the real-time transmission of large-scale 3D scene is one of the main problems. In recent years, fractal image compression techniques have gained more interests because of their capability to achieve high compressive ratios while maintaining very good quality of the reconstructed image. Since fractal image compression is computationally very expensive, some researchers tried to parallelize the encoding algorithm. Spiral Architecture is a relatively new and powerful approach to general-purpose machine vision system. On this novel architecture, Spiral Addition and Multiplication achieve image processing. In this paper, a novel implement based on Spiral Architecture will be presented, keeping the compressive ratio of fractal image compression at maximal to fast the speed of image transmission in the Distributed Maritime Training System.
INTRODUCTION
With 1 the fast development of WEB techniques, it affects the computer techniques, distributed processing techniques and database techniques profoundly. The advantages of WEB are that it's enormous potential of distributed processing, the ability of world-wide information sharing and abundant data resources; it brings remarkable transforms in the fields of business, industry, science and engineering, as well as the transform in the field of simulation.
A Fast Digital Image Transmission Approach in the Distributed Maritime Training System
Simulation technique is a tool and main part of almost all visual Distributed Training System, E.g. Web-based Aeronautic Training Environment (WBATE), Web-based Maritime Training Environment (WBMTE) and Distributed Maritime Training System (DMTS), such a system achieves realistic training environment utilizing the desktops or laptops through internet or intranet. The aim of it is to provide a high-quality visual training environment, which makes the students carry out some training subjects online via browsers everywhere at anytime, and satisfies more users and different demands of learning and training. The advantages of these kinds of systems are the training openness, portability, high mutuality, high integration, easy maintenance, recycling, and saving the cost of exploitation, maintenance and usage, it makes up effectively the disadvantages of the traditional long-distance education, such as localizing listening, reading and watching the prepared program, being lack of the chance of practice and experience, less understanding and low retentively of knowledge. The research contents of these kinds of systems include system designing, architecture, modeling, realization, and the real-time transmission & rendering of large-scale scene. One of the main problems is the real-time transmission of large-scale 3D scene. It is time for us to find out an effective large-scale image compression method.
In recent years, fractal image compression techniques have gained more interest because of their capability to achieve high compression ratios while maintaining very good quality of the reconstructed image. Another intrinsic advantage offered by the fractal image method is a fast decoding time. Fractal image compression exploits natural affine redundancy present in typical images to achieve a high compression ratio in a loss compression format. However, Fractal based compression algorithms have high computational demands. It is to say that the main drawback of such techniques is the very high computing time needed to determine the compressed code. To obtain faster compression or feasible compression times for very large images, a novel fast fractal image compression algorithm is presented.
FRACTAL AND ITERATED FUNCTION SYSTEMS
The basis for fractal image compression is the construction of an Iterated Function System (IFS) that approximates the original image. An IFS is that a union of contractive transformation maps to itself. For a transformation W to be contractive, eqn (1) must be satisfied. This equation states that the distance d(P 1 , P 2 ) between any two points, P 1 = (x 1 , y 1 ) and P 2 = (x 2 , y 2 ) is lessened by applying the transformation W. A metric to measure distance, the standard Euclidean metric, in a two dimensional space is given in eqn (2).
(1) (2) In practice, we will use a different measure presented in eqn (5) . An example of a one-dimensional contractive function is f(x) = 0.2x + 2. When iterating on f (x), such as applying f (x) consecutively, the result always approaches 2.5 regardless of the initial value of x. the point 2.5 is called a fix point of f (x).
Provided that a mapping W is contractive and maps to all points in the set, the Contractive Mapping Fixed Point Theorem also proves that there will be one and only one attractor of W. Thus, by applying an IFS consecutively, an initial image will converge to one and only one final attractor.
With fractal image compression, an image is encoded as the fixed point of a contractive mapping-constructed piecewise.
FRACTAL IMAGE COMPRESSION
In the fractal image compression scheme, an arbitrary greyscale image, T, of size I × I is partitioned into two basic block units: the range blocks and the domain blocks. The range blocks R are a set of no overlapping image blocks of size k = n × n, which are denoted as . The number of range blocks is and image T is a union of :
Overlapping image blocks of T with size larger than that of the range blocks are called domain blocks. These domain blocks can be obtained by sliding a window of size l = m × m, where m > n, throughout the image to construct the domain pool.
To encode a range block R, each of the blocks in the domain pool is scaled to the size of the range block, and is then compared to R with respect to intensity offset and contrast parameters, as well as the isometric transformations. 
The set of contracted domain blocks is denoted as , where N D is the number of domain blocks in the domain pool. We let N D = N R = n throughout this paper.
Then we seek such a contractive operator (a set of Affine transformations) that
To guarantee the z-contractility of ω 1 ,…,ω n [1] , in case of greyscale images we can use transformations of the form (5) Where s i controls the contrast and o i controls the brightness of the transformation [2] .
The corresponding parameters for the affine transformation ω i are determined by minimizing the following equation: (6) Where I denotes a unity vector of dimension k, and s and o are the above contrast and offset parameters, respectively, must be determined in advance to calculate the distance between D and R. The contrast factor should be that to ensure the contractility of the transformation. The metric is the mean square error (MSE) metric. This metric express the difference, or distance, between two images or two range blocks. Difference and distance will here be used interchangeably. Assuming two images or image block, S and S ′, possessing n pixels with intensities and , the distance between the blocks can be expressed as eqn (7) (7) The difference between two images with n pixels can be expressed as a SNR as given in eqn (8)
The term dr(S) in eqn (8) denotes the dynamic range of S.
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The objective when determining s and o is to minimize R MSE this is true when the partial derivatives of R MSE with respect to s and o are zero. Then, s can be found in eqn (9) and o in eqn (10) (9) (10) Finally, by substituting eqn (9) and eqn (10) into eqn (6), the distance R MSE can be computed as eqn (11) (11)
The domain block which results in the smallest difference from eqn (6) is then chosen as the best matched block, and the corresponding parameters for the transformations are encoded and stored.
It is important to notice that each mapping exploits self similarities of different sizes presented in most images. Thus, images with random content are not likely to be compressed very well as only few similarities of different size are likely to exist.
The shape of range blocks and domain blocks depends on the specific partitioning algorithm. Mostly squares, rectangles and triangles are used [3, 4] . In this work we restrict ourselves to the following hexagonal case.
For the completion, we will give the explanation of the complexity of the encoding algorithm.
Given an n × n image to encode, N D is the number of domain blocks and N R is the number of range blocks, and then the computational complexity is:
Where the time to perform a transformation is τ t , τ d is the time to find the distance between two blocks, and τ c is the time to compare two distances. Since N D and N R are on the order of n 2 , the computing time is O(n 4 ).
SPIRAL ARCHITECTURE AND SHM'S OPERATIONS
In this paper the authors introduce a novel fractal image compression method based on a different image structure, namely Spiral Architecture (SA) [5, 6, 7, 8] . This hexagonal image structure was proposed by Sheridan in 1996, on which each hexagonal pixel is identified by a designated positive seven-based integer. Spiral Architecture [5] is inspired from anatomical considerations of the primate's vision [6] . From the research about the geometry of the cones on the primate's retina, it is can be concluded that the cones' distribution has inherent organization and is featured by its potential powerful computation abilities. The cones with the shape of hexagons are arranged in a spiral clusters. This cluster consists of the organizational units of vision. Each unit is a set of sevenhexagon [7] as shown in figure 1.
In the traditional rectangular image architecture, a set of 3 × 3 rectangles is used as the unit of vision and each pixel has eight neighbour pixels. In Spiral Architecture any pixel has only six neighbour pixels, which have the same distance to the centre hexagon of the seven-hexagon unit of vision. So the spiral architecture has the possibility to save time for global and local processing.
A natural data structure that emerges from geometric consideration of the distribution of photoreceptors on the primate's retina has been called the Spiral Honeycomb Mosaic (SHM) [8] . SHM is made up of the hexagonal lattices, which are identified by a designated positive number individually.
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A hexagonal scheme -Spiral Architecture is used in this research, for the following reasons. First, a result from two-dimensional communications signal processing is that a hexagonal lattice is the optimal partitioning of a twodimensional space, when mean squared quantization error is the criterion. Second, a very well-defined set of "neighbour" cells results. In a rectangular partitioning, there are four adjoining cells that are certainly neighbours to a centre cell. However, there are an additional four cells that may or may not be considered neighbour cells. In contrast, the hexagonal partitioning results in exactly six cells those are equally qualified as neighbours to a centre cell. Third, investigating new sub sampling structures is the possibility this raises for hierarchical processing on hexagonal grids. Studies of hierarchical decompositions of hexagonally sampled images are biologically motivated since the retina uses a hexagonal sampling pattern and the human visual system utilizes pyramidal representations. Hexagons are also ideal for tiling the plane so that the interactive correlation is maximized.
After image is projected onto SHM, each pixel on the image is associated with a particular hexagon and its SHM address. SHM contains very useful geometric and algebraic properties, which can be interpreted in terms of the mathematical object, Euclidean ring. Two algebraic operations have been defined on SHM: Spiral Addition and Spiral Multiplication. The definition of these two spiral operations and their applications in our proposed method are briefly introduced in this section. Spiral Counting [9] can be considered as a Spiral movement from a hexagonal pixel to another hexagonal pixel. Any hexagonal pixel in an image can be reached by Spiral counting from any other given pixel in the same image. Spiral counting is used to define two operations in the SA, which are Spiral Addition and Spiral Multiplication. Let a and b be Spiral addresses of two arbitrarily chosen hexagons in SA. It is important to note that each of these two operations takes two spiral addresses and maps them to another spiral address. They can then be used to define two transformations on the spiral address space: image translation (by spiral addition) and rotating image partitioning (by spiral multiplication).
Multiplication of address a a by the scalar α(α ∈ {0,1,…,6}) is obtained by applying scalar multiplication to the components of α according to the above scalar form, and denoted by,
a a a a a n n n n If the address in Spiral Multiplication is not a scalar, α but a common address like,
Then
Where Σ denotes Spiral Addition and × denotes Spiral Multiplication. In order to guarantee that all the pixels are still located within the original Spiral area after Spiral Multiplication, a modular multiplication on SHM is defined. Furthermore the transformation through Spiral Multiplication defined on SHM is bijective mapping. That is each pixel in the original image maps one-to-one to each pixel in the output image after Spiral Multiplication.
Modular multiplication is shown as follows, let p be the product of two elements a, b. That is,
If a is a multiple of 10 map p to (p + (p ÷ (modulus))) mod (modulus) Otherwise, map p to p mod (modulus) where modulus = 10 n Here, it is assumed that the number of hexagon in Spiral area is 7 n . With Spiral Addition and Spiral Multiplication, we can easily to separate an original big image into 7 self-similar small images, basically, this method only use the operations to rearrange the pixels, the reason is that within images the Gray level of neighbouring pixels is often similar and related. With Spiral Multiplication, we can achieve image rotation without scaling at arbitrary rotation angle [9] .
FAST FRACTAL IMAGE CODING
Fractal image coding is built on the basis of fractal geometry, its feature is the high compressive ratio, fast decoding speed, but coding speed is difficult to reach real time processing, in order to solve the problem, at present, the research on combining fractals and other methods is developed.
Use Spiral operations to transform the original image into 7 small similar images (using Spiral Multiplication to achieve image rotation without scaling, so that the 7 small images have the same direction as the original one). These images are then seemed as domain blocks. Once all transformations have been determined, the transformation information is stored.
Three steps are developed to realize fractal image compression with fast coding speed on Spiral Architecture.
Step1: Segment Operation Using Spiral operations to transform the original image into 7 small similar images, sorting them as Figure 4 ;
Step2: Computing Operation Using Spiral Multiplication to achieve image rotation without scaling so that the 7 small images have the same direction as the original one, computing the following values At the decoding phase, the transformation parameters are recursively applied to an arbitrary initial image, and then use the counter Spiral operations to get the decoding image.
THE CONFIGURATION OF DMTS
Distributed Maritime Training system is a device that can partly imitate the real sea environment, and is specially designed to satisfy marine education, training and research. One of its key techniques is to create the virtual sea environment.
A Distributed Maritime Training system usually is made up of an instructor control station and several own ships locate in different rooms separately (see figure 5) .
The "Distributed" embodies that there is no central computer in the system, the ability of computing is distributed, and the geographical locations of cells are distributed. One own ship is a simulator; different own ship is located in different rooms. The model and dynamic display of ship based on electronic chart platform, 3D view display of multi-channel with wide view of field, display of Radar/ARPA image and the simulation of various instruments of each own ship are fulfilled by different computers, these computers are connected locally. When one computer encounters failure, it will not affect the running of the whole system. When the system is running, people can control the movement of the ship through the bridge and the friendly person-computer interface, own ship can be "in sight of one another" through radar image and visual system (see Figure 6 ). The data saved unit of 3D scene's database in the navigating simulator is objective [10] . The required process from defining a object to displaying it on the screen is: Firstly, prosecute the visual transform to switch the coordinates of the object in the world coordinate system to the visual coordinates; secondly, make projection transform to the visual coordinates; finally, switch the uniform coordinates of the object to the Descartes, and display it on the screen according to the defined view port position. Only those objects, all or part of them locate in the scene window, can enter the display process [11] . 
CONCLUSION
We tested this algorithm in a Distributed Maritime Training System (DMTS), which has three tiers Distributed learning system architecture (see Figure 7) , and with 100 clients. The Lena image is used as a test case to analyze runtime, the justification for using the Lena image is its status as a reference image in the image compression literature.
A large number of different strategies have been considered for parallelization of the encoding stage of the fractal image compression algorithms outlined in the proceeding sections. The interest in using parallel computer architecture stems from the very high computational cost associated with fractal-based compression strategies. As has been explained above, for a n × n pixel image, the cost of compression is O(n 4 ) and so the goal of a parallel implementation should be speeding up the compression substantially. The decompression algorithm is much faster to execute and so parallelization of this is of less importance: although this has received a small amount of attention in the literature.
There are a number of papers that have attempted categorize and summarize the available approaches to parallel implementation of fractal compression. Perhaps the most noteworthy of these are [12, 13, 14] , which each provide a description of a variety of parallelization techniques which are grouped together in different classes by these authors.
So far we have only discussed the parallel implementation of "standard" fractal compression algorithms. Typically these require each range block to be compared against the image of all domain blocks in the domain pool. If a satisfactory match is not found an adoptive quad-tree data structure will also be used. There are however a number of techniques that have been developed in an attempt to improve the speed of the sequential fractal compression algorithms without significantly reducing the quality of the compressed image. These complexity reduction schemes do have an effect on the quality of the compressed image however they are designed with the aim of minimizing this effect.
One existing parallel approach to fractal compression developed employ Quad-tree Decomposition [15] , we call it QD; we call our method SAP. QD and SAP runtime data for additional MSE values for the Lena image is given in Table 3 . The hexagonal structure introduces additional complexity to the process of determining which cell a pixel belongs to.
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